1. **KELLY WEARSTLER**
California’s rugged coastline was Kelly Wearstler’s muse for Groundworks Terra Firma Collection. Available through Lee Jofa the fabrics are suitable for exterior and interior use. The rich nuanced prints and weaves echo the beauty of the golden state.
www.leejofa.com

2. **SUZANNE TUCKER**
Interior designer Suzanne Tucker of Tucker & Marks found inspiration in Granada’s Alhambra Palace for her exotic new fabric Filigrana. From Suzanne Tucker Home, the two-tone linen print features interlacing decoration and calligraphy patterns.
www.suzannetuckerhome
San Francisco | Shears & Window
Los Angeles | Janet Yonaty

3. **THOMAS CALLAWAY**
Before becoming an interior designer, Tom Callaway studied painting and art in France and the Netherlands. This is reflected in his Left Bank Collection of textiles for Holland and Sherry. The linen pattern, Klimt Grid in Lapis, recalls the work of the Viennese artist.
www.hollandandsherry.com

4. **MICHAEL Berman**
Palm Spring’s Mid-Century architecture and design influenced Michael Berman Modern for Kravet, Berman selected geometric patterns and textured wovens for the handsome collection. Windswept, an embroidered linen blend is shown in bronze.
www.kravet.com